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OPERATIONS ON SPACES OVER OPERADS AND
APPLICATIONS TO HOMOTOPY GROUPS
WENBIN ZHANG
Abstract. We establish certain smash operations on spaces over operads
which are general analogues of the Samelson product on single loop spaces,
and obtain a conceptual description of the structure of the homotopy groups
of spaces Y over a symmetric K(pi, 1) operad: pi∗Y is a module over the free
algebraic symmetric operad generated by operations on homotopy groups in-
duced by these smash operations. In particular the homotopy groups of double
loop spaces is a module over the free algebraic symmetric operad generated
by the conjugacy classes of Brunnian braids modulo the conjugation action of
pure braids.
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1. Introduction
A fundamental problem in homotopy theory is to determine the homotopy groups
pi∗X of a space X. Structures of homotopy groups would be important for the
determination of pi∗X by comparing with (co)homology theories which have rich
structures so that they may be determined by generators and certain structures.
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2 WENBIN ZHANG
Thus structures are important to control (co)homology theories. For instance, the
structures of H∗ΩnΣnX are the essential part in the determination of H∗ΩnΣnX
[7]. The objective of this paper is to investigate the structures of homotopy groups.
This paper is part the author’s Ph.D. thesis.
Determination of the homotopy groups pi∗X of a space X is equivalent to de-
termination of the homotopy groups pi∗ΩnX of loop spaces ΩnX (n ≥ 1), as
pik+nX = pikΩ
nX. The latter has a great advantage that (iterated) loop spaces
ΩnX have rich structures which may be helpful to uncover the structures of pi∗ΩnX
and thus the structures of pi∗X. For instance, a single loop space ΩX admits a
product
[−,−] : ΩX ∧ ΩX → ΩX
called the Samelson product, which induces a structure on pi∗ΩX similar to a Lie
algebra. As illustrated by this example, certain products on (iterated) loop spaces
may induce certain structures on homotopy groups. In this paper, we are concerned
about generalization of the Samelson product to iterated loop spaces, namely
Question: What structures on ΩnX (n ≥ 2) can induce certain
structures on pi∗ΩnX analogous to that the Samelson product on
ΩX induces a Lie algebra structure on pi∗ΩX?
To analyze this question, first let us recall that the little n-cubes operad Cn acts
on ΩnX for n ≥ 1 [1, 11] and its converse is also true.
Theorem 1.1 (May (1972) [11], Boardman and Vogt (1973) [2]). If a path-connected
space Y admits an action of Cn, then Y is weakly homotopy equivalent to ΩnX for
some X.
In other words, a path-connected space is of the weak homotopy type of an n-fold
loop space iff it admits an action of Cn up to homotopy. Namely the action of Cn
on n-fold loop spaces
θ : Cn(k)× (ΩnX)k → ΩnX
characterizes n-fold loop spaces and thus should carry all the essential information
of n-fold loop spaces. So good understanding of θ on certain aspects may be helpful
to obtain certain information of n-fold loop spaces. For instance, in homology the
behavior of θ is crucial to the homology of n-fold loop spaces, which had been well
studied in 1970’s [7]. Unfortunately on homotopy groups θ, as well as (Ωθ)∗, is just
the summation and thus does not carry useful information.
Besides homology, then what else important information of n-fold loop spaces
can be extracted from θ, especially on the space level? Notice that θ unites all
operations on n-fold loop spaces as a whole and this unity is certainly of great
advantages. In certain situations, however, it is necessary to break down θ into
many finer operations. For example, in homology θ is automatically broken down
into many homology operations. To extract information from θ on the space level,
we propose the following idea which applies not only to Cn and ΩnX but also to
general topological operads C and C -spaces:
Idea: Break down the action θ of C on C -spaces Y into many
finer operations by composing θ with elements in [Sl,C (k)], i.e.
maps Sl → C (k) to get various maps Sl × Y k → Y , then assem-
ble all these finer operations together to recover (partially) global
structures of Y .
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Namely, for each α ∈ [Sl,C (k)], let
θα : S
l × Y k α×id
k
−−−−→ C (k)× Y k θ−→ Y,
then θ is broken down into a lot of product operations θα.
Note that [Sl,C ] is naturally a ∆-set with faces di. The key observation is that,
if diα is trivial for all i, then θα probably is homotopic to
µ′k : S
l × Y k proj.−−−→ Y k µk−−→ Y
restricted to the fat wedge where µk is the iterated product on Y ; if so, then µ
′
k−θα
is null homotopic restricted to the fat wedge and thus factors through the smash
product Sl ∧ Y ∧k, namely
Sl × Y k

µ′k−θα // Y
Sl ∧ Y ∧k
θ¯α
;;w
w
w
w
w
where θ¯α is the induced map, called a smash operation on Y , which can be thought
of as a general analogue of the Samelson product. This in fact gives the Samelson
product if l = 0, Y = ΩX and α ∈ pi0C1(2) = S2 is the transposition. Then each
smash operation canonically induces a family of multilinear homomorphisms on
homotopy groups
(θ¯α)∗ : pilSl × pim1Y × · · · × pimkY → pil+m1+···+mkY,
sending [fi] ∈ pimiY to the homotopy class of
Sl+m1+···+mk = Sl ∧ Sm1 ∧ · · · ∧ Smk id∧fi∧···∧fk−−−−−−−−→ Sl ∧ Y ∧k θ¯α−→ Y.
We actually need only consider
θ˜α := (θ¯α)∗(ι;−) : pim1Y × · · · × pimkY → pil+m1+···+mkY,
where ι is the identity of pilS
l.
We propose the following conjecture (Conjecture 4.3)
Conjecture 1.2. Let C be a path-connected topological operad with a basepoint
and Y a C -space, then for α ∈ [Sl,C (k)] with all diα trivial, θα ' µ′k restricted to
the fat wedge of Sl × Y k and thus µ′k − θα induces a map θ¯α : Sl ∧ Y ∧k → Y .
We prove that this conjecture is true for the following two cases (Theorem 4.4
and Theorem 4.12, respectively).
Theorem 1.3. The conjecture is true if 1) k = 2, or 2) Y is a path-connected
topological K(pi, 1) operad with the actions of symmetric groups free.
The first case is proved by directly constructing a homotopy from θα to µ
′
k. The
proof for the second case given in this paper relies on a reconstruction of a K(pi, 1)
operad given in [15]. The approach is that this conjecture can be directly verified
for the associated topological operad of a group operad, then it can be proved for
a general K(pi, 1) operad via the reconstruction of it from its fundamental groups
operad.
For the case Cn and Ωn0X, The simplest smash operation (when k = 2) is re-
lated to the Samelson product (they indeed coincide at least in homology) and its
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induced operation on homotopy groups is related to the Whitehead product. It is
conjectured in this paper that they actually coincide.
By assembling all these induced operations on homotopy groups from smash op-
erations on C -spaces, we obtain the following conceptual description of the structure
of the homotopy groups of C -spaces (Theorem 5.11).
Theorem 1.4. If C is a topological K(pi, 1) operad with the actions of symmetric
groups free and Y is a path-connected C -space, then pi∗Y is a module over the
free algebraic operad generated by all those α ∈ [Sl,C ] with diα trivial for all i.
In particular, pi∗Ω2X is a module over the free algebraic operad generated by the
conjugacy classes of Brunnian braids modulo the conjugation action of pure braids.
The identity map of Sn (n ≥ 3) particularly generates a family of elements in
pi∗Sn under the action the conjugacy classes of Brunnian braids. It is also interesting
to see (Remark 5.12) that the conjugacy classes of Brunnian braids is related to
Lie(n) due to Li and Wu [9].
Notations and conventions. For σ, τ ∈ Sn, the product is σ · τ := τ ◦ σ, i.e.
(σ · τ)(i) = τ(σ(i)). Let Sk acts on symmetric operads from left and on Xk from
right.
Given k ≥ 1, mi ≥ 0 and nj ≥ 0, we shall often let m = m1 + · · · + mk,
n = n1 + · · ·+ nm.
Two different label systems of ∆-sets and simplicial sets are used here. One
is the usual one starting from 0 and another one shifts 0 to 1, i.e., starting from
1. The latter is used for operads, like the symmetric groups operad, braid groups
operad, etc.
For any symbol a, let a(k) denote the k-tuple (a, . . . , a).
For a normal subgroup H of G, let H/ca(G) denote the set of conjugacy classes
of H modulo the conjugation action of G.
For two pointed spaces X,Y , let 〈X,Y 〉 and [X,Y ] denote the sets of pointed
and unpointed homotopy classes of maps X → Y , respectively. Recall that [8] if X
is a CW-complex and Y is path-connected, then pi1Y acts on 〈X,Y 〉 and there is a
natural bijection between 〈X,Y 〉/pi1Y and [X,Y ]; particularly [S1, Y ] is the set of
conjugacy classes of pi1Y .
Throughout this this paper, all topological spaces are assumed to be compactly
generated Hausdorff spaces [13].
Organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss some basic
aspects of operads used in this paper. In section 3 we decompose the action of
an operad C on a C -space into many product operations and investigate their
properties. In section 4 we investigate the existence of smash operations and the
relation between the simplest smash operation and the Samelson product. In section
5 we investigate the induced operations on homotopy groups and their relation with
the Whitehead product, and obtain a conceptual description of the structure of the
homotopy groups of C -spaces.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we shall discuss some basic aspects of operads used in this paper.
For two points x, x′ in a space X, let x ∼ x′ denote that x, x′ are in the same
path-connected component of X.
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2.1. Product on C -Spaces. Let C be a nonsymmetric topological operad and Y
a C -space with basepoint ∗. For a ∈ C (k) (k ≥ 1),
θa : Y
k → a× Y k ↪→ C (k)× Y k θ−→ Y
defines a product of k variables. In addition, for a ∈ C (2), iteration of θa can be
represented by γ and a. For instance,
θa ◦ (θa × id) = γ(a; γ(a;−),−) = γ(γ(a; a, 1);−).
Proposition 2.1. If a ∼ b ∈ C (k) (k ≥ 1), then θa ' θb.
Proof. A path f : I → C (k) with f(0) = a and f(1) = b gives
F : I × Y k f×id
k
−−−−→ C (k)× Y k θ−→ Y
which is a homotopy from θa to θb. 
For a ∈ C (2), clearly θa(∗, ∗) = ∗, θa(∗, y) = θ(a; ∗, y) = θ(d1a; y), θa(y, ∗) =
θ(a; y, ∗) = θ(d2a; y).
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a nonsymmetric operad and a ∈ C (2).
1) If d1a ∼ d2a ∼ 1 ∈ C (1), then θa is homotopic to some µ : Y × Y → Y
with µ(∗, y) = µ(y, ∗) = y via a basepoint preserving homotopy. If d1a =
d2a = 1, then θa(∗, y) = y, θa(y, ∗) = y.
2) If a ∼ b ∈ C (2), then θa ' θb via a basepoint preserving homotopy.
3) If γ(a; 1, a) ∼ γ(a; a, 1) ∈ C (3), then θa is homotopy associative, thus Y is
a homotopy associative H-space with θa. If γ(a; 1, a) = γ(a; a, 1), then θa
is associative.
Proof. 1) If d1a ∼ d2a ∼ 1 ∈ C (1), then there are paths f1, f2 : I → C (1) such
that f1(0) = d1a, f1(1) = 1, f2(0) = d2a, f2(1) = 1. Let Hi : Y × I → Y ,
Hi(y, t) = θ(fi(t); y), i = 1, 2. Then H1 is a homotopy from µ(∗,−) to id with
H1(∗, t) = θ(f1(t); ∗) = ∗, and H2 is a homotopy from θa(−, ∗) to id with H2(∗, t) =
θ(f2(t); ∗) = ∗. Moreover, θa, H1 and H2 give a map
(Y × Y )× 0 ∪ (∗ × Y ∪ Y × ∗)× I → Y.
Using the homotopy extension property, θa is homotopic to some µ : Y × Y → Y
with µ(∗, y) = µ(y, ∗) = y via a basepoint preserving homotopy. 2) and 3) can be
proved similarly. 
Proposition 2.3. Let C be a symmetric operad, a ∈ C (2) and τ = (1, 2) the
transposition. If a ∼ τa ∈ C (2), then θa is homotopy commutative. If a = τa, then
θa is commutative. 
Corollary 2.4. If there is a ∈ C (2) with d1a ∼ d2a ∼ 1, then Y is an H-space with
θa; if moreover γ(a; 1, a) = γ(a; a, 1) (resp. γ(a; 1, a) ∼ γ(a; a, 1) ∈ C (3)), then Y is
an associative (resp. homotopy associative) H-space with θa; or if moreover a = τa
(resp. a ∼ τa ∈ C (2)), then Y is a commutative (resp. homotopy commutative)
H-space with θa. 
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2.2. Basepoint and Simplicial Structure of Operads. We discuss some basic
facts about basepoint and simplicial structure of operads. Some of the following
definitions and facts are already given in [15].
Definition 2.5. A basepoint of a nonsymmetric operad C is a sequence of points
{ek}k≥0 with e1 = 1 ∈ C (1), ek ∈ C (k) such that γ(ek; em1 , . . . , emk) ∼ em. A
strict basepoint is a basepoint such that γ(ek; em1 , . . . , emk) = em.
For use in this paper, a basepoint of an operad is too week, but a strict base-
point is too strong, so that we need a kind of basepoint in between. Consider
the little 1-cubes (intervals) operad C1 [11]. Let c0 = ∗ ∈ C1(0) and ck =
([0, 1k ], [
1
k ,
2
k ], . . . , [
k−1
k , 1]) ∈ C1(k). Let C1(k)0 ⊆ C1(k) be the path-connected
component of ck. Then (C1)0 = {C1(k)0}k≥0 is naturally a nonsymmetric subop-
erad of C1. Suppose C is a nonsymmetric topological operad admitting a morphism
of nonsymmetric operads η : (C1)0 → C . For instance, if C has a strict basepoint,
then η : (C1)0 → ∗ ↪→ C ; for the little n-cubes operad Cn, there is a canonical
inclusion η : (C1)0 ↪→ Cn. Call {η(ck)}k≥0 a good basepoint of C and also say C
is well pointed. For two well pointed topological operads C with η : (C1)0 → C
and C ′ with η′ : (C1)0 → C ′, a morphism ψ : C → C ′ is called a morphism of well
pointed topological operads if η′ = ψ ◦ η.
For a nonsymmetric operad C , define
di : C (k + 1)→ C (k), dia = γ(a; 1i−1, ∗, 1k−i)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. If C has a basepoint {ek}k≥0, define
si : C (k)→ C (k + 1), sia = γ(a; 1i−1, e2, 1k−i)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By definition,
diek+1 = γ(ek+1; 1
i−1, ∗, 1k−i) ∼ ek, siek = γ(ek; 1i−1, e2, 1k−i) ∼ ek+1
for all i and k.
Proposition 2.6. C has a basepoint iff there exists a ∈ C (2) such that d1a ∼
d2a ∼ 1 ∈ C (1) and γ(a; 1, a) ∼ γ(a; a, 1). 
Proposition 2.7. Let C be a nonsymmetric operad with a basepoint and k ≥ 1. If
C (k) is path-connected, then C (i) is also path-connected for each i < k.
Proof. For a ∈ C (k − 1), ek ∼ γ(e2; 1, a), thus ek−1 ∼ d1ek ∼ d1γ(e2; 1, a) =
γ(d1e2; a) ' γ(1; a) = a. So the assertion holds. 
Corollary 2.8. Let C be a nonsymmetric operad and k ≥ 3. C has a basepoint
and C (k) is path-connected iff C (i) is also path-connected for each i ≤ k. 
Proposition 2.9. A nonsymmetric operad C is a ∆-set. If C has a strict basepoint,
then C is a simplicial set. If C has a basepoint, then C is a simplicial set up to
homotopy, i.e. those simplicial identities hold up to homotopy. 
Proposition 2.10. For a topological operad C , pi0C is a discrete operad and thus
is a ∆-set. If C has a basepoint, pi0C also has a basepoint and thus is a simplicial
set. 
Let A a connected CW complex with a vertex as the basepoint. The most
interesting case is that A is a Moore space, in particular A = Sn, M(Z/pr, n).
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Proposition 2.11. For a symmetric topological operad C , [A,C ] = {[A,C (k)]}k≥0
with discrete topology is naturally a symmetric operad with the following data:
1) For [f ] ∈ [A,C (k)], [gi] ∈ [A,C (mi)], γ([f ]; [g1], . . . , [gk]) is defined as the
homotopy class of the following composite
A
∆−→ Ak+1 f×g1×···×gk−−−−−−−−→ C (k)× C (m1)× · · · × C (mk) γ−→ C (m).
2) The unit is [A→ 1 ↪→ C (1)].
3) Sk acts on [A,C (k)] by σ · [f ] = [σ ·f ] where (σ ·f)(a) = σ(f(a)) for σ ∈ Sk,
a ∈ C (k).
If C has a basepoint {ek}k≥0, [A,C ] also has a basepoint {[A → ek ↪→ C (k)]}k≥0
and thus is a simplicial set. Moreover, if A is a co-H-group and the action of pi1C
on 〈A,C 〉 is trivial, then [A,C ] = 〈A,C 〉 is a simplicial group. There are analogous
results for nonsymmetric topological operads. 
Some canonical operads admit additional structure which leads us to the follow-
ing definition.
Definition 2.12. A DDA-set is a sequence of sets {Xn}n≥0 with deleting functions
di : Xn+1 → Xn, doubling functions si : Xn+1 → Xn+2, and adding functions
di : Xn → Xn+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, n ≥ 0, satisfying the following identities,
didj = djdi+1, sjsi = si+1sj , d
jdi = di+1dj , for j ≤ i,
djsi =
 si−1dj j < i,id j = i, i+ 1,
sidj−1 j > i+ 1,
djd
i =
 d
i−1dj j < i,
id j = i,
didj−1 j > i,
sjd
i =
 d
i+1sj j < i,
didi j = i,
disj−1 j > i.
A sequence of elements {en}n≥0 with en ∈ Xn is called a basepoint of a DDA-set
{Xn}n≥0 if dien = en−1, sien = en+1 and dien = en+1. A pointed DDA-set is
a DDA-set with a basepoint. A morphism from a DDA-set {Xn}n≥0 to another
DDA-set {Yn}n≥0 is a sequence of functions {fn : Xn → Yn}n≥0 commuting with
all di, si and d
i. A pointed morphism from a pointed DDA-set {Xn}n≥0 to another
pointed DDA-set {Yn}n≥0 is a morphism preserving the basepoints. A DDA-group
{Gn}n≥0 is a DDA-set such that each Gn is a group and all di, si and di are group
homomorphisms.
“DDA-set” seems not a good name. We would like to use a better one if there
is any. The sequence of sets {Xn}n≥0 where X is a pointed set, the sequence of
symmetric groups {Sn}n≥0, the sequence of braid groups {Bn}n≥0 and the sequence
of pure braid groups {Pn}n≥0 are canonical examples of pointed DDA-set. {Pn}n≥0
is moreover a DDA-group. A pointed DDA-set is obviously a contractible simplicial
set. The three functions, deleting, doubling and adding functions are motivated by
the example of braid groups.
We may also consider DDA-sets up to homotopy, i.e. those identities hold up
to homotopy. The little n-cubes operad Cn (n ≥ 2) is then not only a simplicial
set up to homotopy, but also a DDA-set up to homotopy. Define di : Cn(k) →
Cn(k + 1) as follows. For (c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Cn(k), suppose cj = cj1 × · · · × cjn where
cj1, . . . , cjn : I → I are affine functions. Define di(c1, . . . , ck) to be (c′1, . . . , c′k+1),
where c′j = (
1
2cj1)× cj2 × · · · × cjn for j < i, c′j = ( 12cj−1,1)× cj−1,2 × · · · × cj−1,n
for j > i, and c′i = (
1
2 +
1
2 idI)× idn−1I .
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Proposition 2.13. [S1,C2] = {Pn/ca(Pn)}n≥0 is a DDA-set and pilCn = [Sl,Cn]
is an abelian DDA-group for n ≥ 3. 
2.3. Structures on {[X×Y k, Y ]}k≥0. Recall that {Map(Y k, Y )}k≥0 is an operad
[11]. Similarly, we have
Proposition 2.14. {Map(X×Y k, Y )}k≥0 is a symmetric operad with the following
data.
1) For f ∈ Map(X × Y k, Y ), gi ∈ Map(X × Y mi , Y ), define γ(f ; g1, . . . , gk)
as the composite
X×Y m → Xk+1×Y m → X×(X×Y m1)×· · ·×(X×Y mk) idX×g1×···×gk−−−−−−−−−−→ X×Y k f−→ Y.
2) The identity element is the projection X × Y → Y .
3) Sk acts on Map(X×Y k, Y ) by (σ·f)(x; y1, . . . , yk) = f(x; yσ−1(1), . . . , yσ−1(k))
for σ ∈ Sk. 
Corollary 2.15. {[X ×Y k, Y ]}k≥0 is a symmetric operad with the following data.
1) For [f ] ∈ [X × Y k, Y ], [gi] ∈ [X × Y mi , Y ],
γ([f ]; [g1], . . . , [gk]) := [γ(f ; g1, . . . , gk)].
2) The identity element is the homotopy class of the projection X × Y → Y .
3) Sk acts on [X × Y k, Y ] by σ · [f ] = [σ · f ] for σ ∈ Sk. 
Let Y be a homotopy associative H-space with product µ : Y 2 → Y . Let µk
denote the iterated product Y k
µk−1×id−−−−−→ Y 2 µ−→ Y , and µ′k : X×Y k
proj.−−−→ Y k µk−−→ Y
(sometimes [µ′k] is abbreviated to µ
′
k for convenience).
Proposition 2.16. Suppose Y is a homotopy associative H-space. Then {µ′k}k≥0
is a basepoint of {Map(X×Y k, Y )}k≥0 and {[µ′k]}k≥0 is a strict basepoint of {[X×
Y k, Y ]}k≥0. 
Let Y be a homotopy associative and homotopy commutative H-space. Given
f ∈ Map(X×Y k, Y ), define dif ∈ Map(X×Y k−1, Y ), sif, dif ∈ Map(X×Y k+1, Y )
as follows,
dif = γ(f ;µ
′i−1
1 , ∗, µ′k−i1 ), sif = γ(f ;µ′i−11 , µ′2, µ′k−i1 ),
dif : X×Y k+1 = X×Y i−1×Y×Y k+1−i → (X×Y i−1×Y k+1−i)×Y f×id−−−→ Y×Y µ−→ Y,
(dif)(x; y1, . . . , yk+1) = f(x; y1, . . . , yˆi, . . . , yk+1) + yi.
Moreover, define di[f ] = [dif ], si[f ] = [sif ], d
i[f ] = [dif ]. Note that generally
di([f ] + [f ′]) 6= di[f ] + di[f ′], since
(di(f+f ′))(x; y1, . . . , yk+1) = f(x; y1, . . . , yˆi, . . . , yk+1)+f ′(x; y1, . . . , yˆi, . . . , yk+1)+yi,
(dif+dif ′)(x; y1, . . . , yk+1) = f(x; y1, . . . , yˆi, . . . , yk+1)+f ′(x; y1, . . . , yˆi, . . . , yk+1)+2yi,
((dif + dif ′)− di(f + f ′))(x; y1, . . . , yk+1) = yi.
Lemma 2.17. For f, f ′ ∈ Map(X × Y k, Y ), gi ∈ Map(X × Y mi , Y ),
γ(f + f ′; g1, . . . , gk) = γ(f ; g1, . . . , gk) + γ(f ′; g1, . . . , gk).
Thus
γ([f ] + [f ′]; [g1], . . . , [gk]) = γ([f ]; [g1], . . . , [gk]) + γ([f ′]; [g1], . . . , [gk]).
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Proof. The identity follows from the following commutative diagram
X × Y m ∆×id
m
- Xk+1 × Y m
(X × Y m)2
∆
?
X × (X × Y m1)× · · ·
?
(Xk+1 × Y m)2
(∆×idm)2
?
X × Y k
id×g1×···×gk
?
(X × (X × Y m1)× · · · )2
?
id×g1×···×gk - (X × Y k)2
∆
?
f×f ′ - Y 2
µ- Y.

Remark 2.18. In general, γ is not multilinear. In fact, generally,
γ(f ; g1 + g
′
1, g2, . . . , gk) 6' γ(f ; g1, . . . , gk) + γ(f ; g′1, . . . , gk),
For example,
γ(µ′k; g1 + g
′
1, g2, . . . , gk) ' g1 + g′1 + g2 + · · ·+ gk,
γ(µ′k; g1, . . . , gk) + γ(µ
′
k; g
′
1, . . . , g
′
k) ' g1 + · · ·+ gk + g′1 + · · ·+ g′k.
Moreover, generally
γ(f ; g1 + g
′
1, . . . , gk + g
′
k) 6' γ(f ; g1, . . . , gk) + γ(f ; g′1, . . . , g′k).
Proposition 2.19. For a homotopy associative and homotopy commutative H-
space Y , {[X × Y k, Y ]}k≥0 is a simplicial abelian group and a DDA-set. 
3. Product Operations on C -Spaces
In this section, the action of a (nonsymmetric or symmetric) operad C on a
C -space is broken down into many small pieces, product operations.
Let C = {C (k)}k≥0 be a (nonsymmetric or symmetric) operad and Y be a
C -space with action θ : C (k)× Y k → Y , k ≥ 0. For a ∈ C (k), define
θa : Y
k → a× Y k ↪→ C (k)× Y k θ−→ Y.
If a ∼ b ∈ C (k) then θa ' θb. Thus there are obvious functions
Θ0,kC : pi0C (k)→ [Y k, Y ], α = [a] 7→ θα = [θa].
For f : Sl → C (k) (l > 0), define
θf : S
l × Y k f×id
k
−−−−→ C (k)× Y k θ−→ Y.
Clearly θf ' θg if f ' g. Thus we have functions
Θl,kC : [S
l,C (k)]→ [Sl × Y k, Y ], α = [f ] 7→ θα = [θf ].
In particular,
Θk2 = Θ
1,k
C2
: Pk/ca(Pk) = [S
1,C2(k)]→ [S1 × (Ω2X)k,Ω2X], α 7→ θα,
and for n ≥ 3,
Θl,kn = Θ
l,k
Cn
: pilCn(k) = [S
l,Cn(k)]→ [Sl × (ΩnX)k,ΩnX], α 7→ θα.
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For α ∈ pi0C (k) or α ∈ [Sl,C (k)], θα is obviously natural with respect to C -maps.
Call these θα product operations on Y .
Remark 3.1. In the construction of product operations, Sl can be replaced by a
general path-connected space, in particular by a Moore space.
3.1. Behavior of Product Operations in Homology. For C = Cn (n ≥ 2),
the behavior of these product operations in homology can be calculated following
Cohen’s calculation [7] of the homology of Cn-spaces. From this calculation, we
shall see that many product operations are nontrivial.
For convenience, the following two composites (with integral coefficients)
H∗C (k)⊗ (H∗Y )⊗k → H∗(C (k)× Y k) θ∗−→ H∗Y,
HlS
l ⊗ (H∗Y )⊗k → H∗(Sl × Y k) (θα)∗−−−→ H∗Y
are still denoted by θ∗ and (θα)∗, respectively. Clearly
(θα)∗(ι⊗ y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yk) = θ∗(α¯⊗ y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yk),
where ι is the fundamental class of HlS
l and α¯ = α∗(ι) is the homology class of α.
Proposition 3.2. Let aij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, denote the standard generators of
Hn−1(Cn(k)) (n ≥ 2). Then
θ∗(aij ⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk) = λn−1(xi, xj)x1 · · · xˆi · · · xˆj · · ·xk
up to sign, where x1, . . . , xk ∈ H∗ΩnX and λn−1(x, y) = (−1)(n−1)|x|+1θ∗(ι⊗x⊗y)
is the Browder operation [7].
Proof. aij can be represented by a map S
n−1 → Cn(k) given by an inclusion
Sn−1 → Rn illustrated by the following figure.
(This map is homotopic to two other maps illustrated by the following two figures
respectively.
The latter is given in Cohen’s calculation.) Note that
γ∗ : H∗Cn(2)⊗H∗Cn(2)⊗H∗Cn(k − 2)→ H∗Cn(k), γ∗(e0 ⊗ a12 ⊗ e0) = a12.
Then
θ∗(a12 ⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk) = θ∗(γ∗(e0 ⊗ a12 ⊗ e0)⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk)
= θ∗(e0 ⊗ θ∗(a12 ⊗ x1 ⊗ x2)⊗ θ∗(e0 ⊗ x3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk))
= θ∗(a12 ⊗ x1 ⊗ x2)(x3 · · ·xk)
= (−1)(n−1)|x|+1λn−1(x1, x2)x3 · · ·xk.
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The others follow from the identity for a12 and the equivariance of θ, c.f. sections
7, 12 and 13 of Cohen’s calculation of the homology of Cn-spaces [7]. 
Corollary 3.3. Let Aij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, denote the standard generators of
pi1C2(k) = Pk. Then
(θAij )∗(ι⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk) = λ1(xi, xj)x1 · · · xˆi · · · xˆj · · ·xk
up to sign, where x1, . . . , xk ∈ H∗Ω2X. 
The sign can be made explicitly. It is omitted here just for simplicity.
Consequently, many of these operations are essential; namely, not null-homotopic,
nor homotopic to the summation
µ′k : S
l × (ΩnX)k proj.−−−→ (ΩnX)k µk−−→ ΩnX.
3.2. Structures Preserved by Product Operations. These product operations
preserve certain combinatorial structures.
Proposition 3.4. For l ≥ 0, Θl,∗C = {Θl,kC }k≥0 is a morphism of nonsymmetric
(resp. symmetric) operads and preserves basepoints if C is nonsymmetric (resp.
symmetric).
Θ∗,∗C may be thought of as a measure of the complexity of the C -structure on
Y , in particular as a measure of the complexity of the n-fold loop space structure
on ΩnX if C = Cn for n ≥ 2. In addition, product operations provide examples of
another kind of actions of operads, i.e. the operad [Sl,C ] acts on Y via
Θl,∗C → {[Sl × Y k, Y ]}k≥0.
Proof. The assertion is obvious for l = 0. Next let l ≥ 1. For convenience, ab-
breviate Θl,kC to Θ. First check that Θ commutes with γ. For [f ] ∈ [Sl,C (k)] and
[gi] ∈ [Sl,C (mi)],
Θ(γ([f ]; [g1], . . . , [gk])) = θγ([f ];[g1],...,[gk]),
γ(Θ[f ]; Θ[g1], . . . ,Θ[gk]) = γ(θ[f ]; θ[g1], . . . , θ[gk]).
To prove
Θ(γ([f ]; [g1], . . . , [gk])) = γ(Θ[f ]; Θ[g1], . . . ,Θ[gk]),
we need only prove
γ(θ[f ]; θ[g1], . . . , θ[gk]) = θγ([f ];[g1],...,[gk]).
The latter identity follows from the following homotopy commutative diagram
Sl × Y m
Sl × (C (m1)× Y m1)× · · ·
id×(g1×idm1 )×···
ff
C (k)× (C (m1)× Y m1)× · · ·
f×(g1×idm1 )×···
?
γ×idm- C (m)× Y m
γ(f ;g1,...,gk)×idm
-
Sl × Y k
id×θk
?
f×idk - C (k)× Y k
id×θk
?
θ - Y,
θ
?
where the left part and the right-lower square are strictly commutative and the
right-upper triangle is homotopy commutative.
It is evident that Θ preserves the identity element.
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Finally if C is symmetric, the equivariance of Θ follows from the following com-
mutative diagram
Sl × Y k f×id
k
- C (k)× Y k σ×id
k
- C (k)× Y k
Sl × Y k
id×σ
?
f×idk- C (k)× Y k
id×σ
?
θ -
f×σ
-
Y.
θ
?

Proposition 3.5. For l ≥ 1, Θl,∗C is natural with respect to C -maps in the sense
that the following diagram is homotopy commutative
Sl × Y k1
θa- Y1
Sl × Y k2
id×fk
?
θa- Y2
f
?
where a : Sl → C (k) and f : Y1 → Y2 is a C -map. There is similar naturality for
Θ0,∗C .
Proof. The above diagram is actually commutative due to the commutativity of
the following one
Sl × Y k1
a×idk- C (k)× Y k1
θ- Y1
Sl × Y k2
id×fk
?
a×idk- C (k)× Y k2
id×fk
?
θ- Y2.
f
?

Proposition 3.6. For l ≥ 0, Θl,∗C is a morphism of simplicial sets. For n ≥ 2,
Θl,∗n is moreover a morphism of DDA-sets.
Proof. It remains to check that
di ◦Θl,kn = Θl,k+1n ◦ di
which can be proved first for dk+1, then for the rest by converting di to dk+1 using
the equivariance of θ. 
It should be noted that Θl,kn is not a group homomorphism.
4. Smash Operations on C -Spaces
Some product operations Y k → Y (resp. Sl × Y k → Y ) may induce maps
Y ∧k → Y (resp. Sl ∧ Y ∧k → Y ) which are natural with respect to C -maps. Call
these induced maps smash operations on Y . These smash operations are interesting
because they are general analogues of the Samelson product and provide many
operations on homotopy groups.
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4.1. Preparation. Let C be a (nonsymmetric or symmetric) operad with a base-
point {ek}k≥0, Y a C -space and Y0 the path-connected component of the basepoint
of Y . Let
µk = θek : Y
k → ek × Y k ↪→ C (k)× Y k θ−→ Y,
µ′k = S
l × Y k proj.−−−→ Y k µk−−→ Y.
Note that (k − 1)-fold iteration of µ2 is homotopic to µk.
Lemma 4.1. For l ≥ 1, θf ◦ (idSl × di) = θdif ,
Sl × Y k−1 idSl×d
i
- Sl × Y k
Y,
θf
?θdif -
where f : Sl → C (k) and di : Y k−1 = Y i−1 × ∗ × Y k−i ↪→ Y k. In particular
θf ◦ (idSl × di) = θdif ' µ′k−1 if dif is nullhomotopic.
Proof. By the definition of a C -action, the following diagram is commutative
C (k)× Y i−1 × ∗ × Y k−i ⊂- C (k)× Y k
C (k − 1)× Y k−1
di
?
θ - Y,
θ
?
and θ(c; ∗k) = ∗ for any c ∈ C (k). Then the following diagram
Sl × Y i−1 × ∗ × Y k−1 ⊂ - Sl × Y k
Sl × Y k−1 f×id-=
===
===
===
===
==
C (k)× Y i−1 × ∗ × Y k−1
?
⊂- C (k)× Y k
f×id
?
C (k − 1)× Y k−1
di
?
θ -
dif×id -
Y
θ
?
is commutative, thus the identity holds. 
We are interested in those α ∈ pi0C or α ∈ [Sl,C (k)] (l ≥ 1) with diα trivial for
all i. Let Z1pi0C = 1 and for k > 1,
Zkpi0C =
k⋂
i=1
Ker (di : pi0C (k)→ pi0C (k − 1)).
If C is discrete, also denote BrunkC = Zkpi0C . For instance, BrunkP = Brunk is
the usual Brunnian braid group, where P = {Pk}k≥0 is the sequence of pure braid
groups. For l ≥ 1, let Z1[Sl,C ] = 1 and for k > 1,
Zk[Sl,C ] =
k⋂
i=1
Ker (di : [S
l,C (k)]→ [Sl,C (k − 1)]).
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For example, Z2[S1,C2] = Brun2/ca(P2) = P2, Zk[S1,C2] = Brunk/ca(Pk) and for
n ≥ 3, Z2[Sl,Cn] = pilCn(2) = pilSn−1, Zk[Sl,Cn] = ZkpilCn is a subgroup of [11]
pilCn(k) ≈
k−1⊕
i=1
pil(
i∨
Sn−1)
which may be thought of as the higher dimensional analogue of Brunnian braids.
(Note [11] Cn(k) ' F (Rn, k), pilCn(k) = pilF (Rn, k), pi1F (R2, k) = Pk.)
For the product X1 × · · · ×Xk of pointed spaces, define its fat wedge as
FW(X1 × · · · ×Xk) = {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ X1 × · · · ×Xk | at least one xi = ∗}.
Note that if α = [f ] ∈ Zk[Sl,C ], then θf ◦ (idSl × di) = θdif ' µ′k−1 for all i. (For
convenience, we shall sometimes also use θα to denote θf by abuse of notation.)
One may wonder if all these homotopies can be glued together to give a homotopy
on the fat wedge. Namely, is θα homotopic to µ
′
k restricted to the fat wedge,
θα ' µ′k : FW(Sl × Y k) = (∗ × Y k) ∪ (Sl ×
k⋃
i=1
Y i−1 × ∗ × Y k−i)→ Y ?
Noting that Sl ∧ Y ∧k = Sl × Y k/FW(Sl × Y k), if this is true, then µ′k − θα factors
through Sl ∧ Y ∧k,
Sl × Y k

µ′k−θα // Y
Sl ∧ Y ∧k
θ¯α
;;w
w
w
w
w
where θ¯α is the induced map, called a smash operation on Y . Hence to get smash
operations, the key is to have that θα is homotopic to µ
′
k restricted to the fat wedge.
Example 4.2. For the little 1-cubes operad C1, pi0C1 ∼= S = {Sk}k≥0 the sym-
metric groups operad, Z2pi0C1 = S2 = {1, τ} and Zkpi0C1 = 1 for k 6= 2 where
τ = (12) is the transposition. Let µ : ΩX ×ΩX → ΩX be the loop product. Then
θτ : ΩX × ΩX → ΩX, (f, g) 7→ µ(g, f) = g · f.
Evidently, θτ ' µ : ΩX ∨ ΩX → ΩX. Thus µ − θτ : ΩX × ΩX → ΩX factors
through ΩX ∧ ΩX,
ΩX × ΩX

µ−θτ // ΩX
ΩX ∧ ΩX
θ¯τ
99s
s
s
s
s
Clearly µ − θτ is exactly the commutator product [f, g] = fgf−1g−1. Thus the
induced map θ¯τ is exactly the Samelson product [−,−] : ΩX ∧ ΩX → ΩX.
Concerning the existence of smash operations, we propose the following conjec-
ture.
Conjecture 4.3. Let C be an operad with a basepoint and k ≥ 2. If α ∈ Zk[Sl,C ]
(l ≥ 1) such that α(∗) ∼ ek, then
θα ' µ′k : FW(Sl × Y k)→ Y.
From the above discussion, if this conjecture is true for an operad C , then each
α ∈ Zk[Sl,C ] gives a smash operation θ¯α : Sl ∧ Y ∧k → Y .
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4.2. The Case of Two Factors. In this subsection we prove that Conjecture
4.3 is true in the case of two factors for general operads. For a ∈ C (k), let θ′a :
Sl × Y k proj.−−−→ Y k θa−→ Y , and 1 : Sl → 1 ↪→ C (1), a : Sl → a ↪→ C (k) denote the
constant maps.
Theorem 4.4. For an operad C , if e ∈ C (2) with d1e ∼ d2e ∼ 1 ∈ C (1) and
α ∈ Z2[Sl,C ] (l ≥ 1) with α(∗) ∼ e, then
θα ' θ′e : FW(Sl × Y 2) = (∗ × Y 2) ∪ (Sl × ∗ × Y ) ∪ (Sl × Y × ∗)→ Y.
This result should also be valid for homotopy commutative H-spaces.
Proof. Suppose α = [f ] ∈ Z2[Sl,C ], namely f : Sl → C (2) with d1f ' 1 and
d2f ' 1. We may assume f(∗) = e (if not, choose g ' f with g(∗) = e, then
θf ' θg). Then θf = θ′e restricted to ∗ × Y 2 ⊂ Sl × Y 2.
First construct a homotopy from θf to θ
′
e restricted to S
l × (Y ∨ Y ). Note
θf (a; ∗, y) = θ(f(a); ∗, y) = θ(d1f(a); y), θ′e(a; ∗, y) = θ(e; ∗, y) = θ(d1e; y),
θf (a; y, ∗) = θ(f(a); y, ∗) = θ(d2f(a); y), θ′e(a; y, ∗) = θ(e; y, ∗) = θ(d2e; y).
Since d1f ' 1 ' d1e and d2f ' 1 ' d2e, there are F1, F2 : I × Sl → C (1) such
that F1(0; a) = d1f(a), F1(1; a) = d1e, F2(0; a) = d2f(a), F2(1; a) = d2e. Define
F ′1 : I × Sl × ∗ × Y → C (1)× Y → Y, F ′1(t; a; ∗, y) = θ(F1(t; a); y),
F ′2 : I × Sl × Y × ∗ → C (1)× Y → Y, F ′2(t; a; y, ∗) = θ(F2(t; a); y).
Then F ′1(0; a; y, ∗) = θ(d1f(a); y) = θf (a; ∗, y), F ′1(1; a; ∗, y) = θ(d1e; y) = θ′e(a; ∗, y),
F ′1(t; a; ∗, ∗) = θ(F1(t; a); ∗) = ∗; F ′2(0; a; ∗, y) = θ(d2f(a); y) = θf (a; y, ∗), F ′2(1, a; y, ∗) =
θ(d2e; y) = θ
′
e(a; y, ∗), F ′2(t; a; ∗, ∗) = θ(F (t; a); ∗) = ∗. F ′1, F ′2 coincide on
(I × Sl × ∗ × Y ) ∩ (I × Sl × Y × ∗) = I × Sl × ∗ × ∗,
thus they can be glued together to give a homotopy
H : I × Sl × (∗ × Y ∪ Y × ∗)→ Y
such that H(0; a; y1, y2) = θf (a; y1, y2), H(1; a; y1, y2) = θ
′
e(a; y1, y2).
Note that H(t; ∗; y1, y2) may not be θ′e(∗; y1, y2) since we may not have F (t; ∗) =
d1e, G(t; ∗) = d2e (the loops H(−; ∗; y1, y2) even may not be nullhomotopic). Next
modify H to another homotopy H ′ from θf to θ′e with H
′(t; ∗; y1, y2) = θ′e(∗; y1, y2)
for t ∈ I and (∗; y1, y2) ∈ (∗×Y 2)∩ (Sl× (Y ∨Y )) = ∗× (Y ∨Y ), then a homotopy
from θf to θ
′
e restricted to the fat wedge is obtained. H
′ can be obtained in the
following way. Let
H1 : I × Sl × (Y ∨ Y )→ Y, (t; a; y1, y2) 7→ H(1− t; ∗; y1, y2).
Gluing H and H1 together, let
H2 : I × Sl × (Y ∨ Y )→ Y, H2(t; a; y1, y2) =
{
H(2t; a; y1, y2) 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 ,
H(2− 2t; ∗; y1, y2) 12 ≤ t ≤ 1.
(Now the loops H2(−; ∗; y1, y2) are uniformly nullhomotopic.) Define a map I×I×
∗ × (Y ∨ Y )→ Y (which is a uniform nullhomotopy of the loops H2(−; ∗; y1, y2)),
(s, t; ∗; y1, y2) 7→
 H(2t; ∗; y1, y2) 0 ≤ t ≤
1−s
2 ,
H(1− s; ∗; y1, y2) 1−s2 ≤ t ≤ 1+s2 ,
H(2− 2t; ∗; y1, y2) 1+s2 ≤ t ≤ 1,
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particularly (s, 0; ∗; y1, y2), (s, 1; ∗; y1, y2), (1, t; ∗; y1, y2) 7→ H(0; ∗; y1, y2) = θ′e(∗; y1, y2).
This gives a map
0× (I × Sl × (Y ∨ Y )) ∪ I × ((∂I × Sl × (Y ∨ Y )) ∪ (I × ∗ × (Y ∨ Y )))→ Y
which can be extended to a map H3 : I×I×Sl×(Y ∨Y )→ Y . Let H ′(t; a; y1, y2) =
H3(1, t; a; y1, y2). 
Corollary 4.5. For α ∈ Z2[Sl,C ], µ′2−θα : Sl×Y 2 → Y factors through Sl∧Y ∧Y ,
Sl × Y × Y µ
′
2−θα- Y0
Sl ∧ Y ∧ Y.
? θ¯α
-
Suppose Y is furthermore a group-like space (this holds if Y is a connected
CW-complex [14]). Then the identity has an inverse, denoted by −id : Y → Y . Let
θα,− = θα ◦ (idSl × (−id)k).
Corollary 4.6. For α ∈ Z2[Sl,C ], µ′2 + θα,− and θα + θα,− both factors through
Sl ∧ Y ∧ Y ,
Sl × Y × Y µ
′
2+θα,−- Y0
Sl ∧ Y ∧ Y,
? θ¯α,−
-
Sl × Y × Y θα+θα,−- Y0
Sl ∧ Y ∧ Y.
? θ¯α+θ¯α,−
-
Clearly θ¯α,− = θ¯α ◦ (idSl ∧ (−id)∧2).
Proposition 4.7. For primitive y1, y2 ∈ H∗Y ,
(θ¯α)∗(ι⊗ y1 ⊗ y2) = θ∗(α¯⊗ y1 ⊗ y2),
(θ¯α,−)∗(ι⊗ y1 ⊗ y2) = θ∗(α¯⊗ y1 ⊗ y2),
(θ¯α + θ¯α,−)∗(ι⊗ y1 ⊗ y2) = 2θ∗(α¯⊗ y1 ⊗ y2).
4.3. General Cases. To generalize the proof for the case of two factors to the
general cases of more factors, the key is to modify those homotopies so that they
can be glued together. Let us analyze the general situation first.
Suppose α = [f ] ∈ Zk[Sl,C ], namely f : Sl → C (k) with dif ' ek−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤
k. We may assume f(∗) = ek (if not, choose g ' f with g(∗) = ek, then θf ' θg).
Restricted to ∗ × Y k ⊂ Sl × Y k, θf = θ(ek;−) = µ′k (θ(ek;−) and µ′k are regarded
as the same since they are homotopic). Note that for y = (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ Y k, if
yi = ∗,
θf (a; y) = θ(f(a); y) = θ(dif(a); y), µ
′
k(a; y) = θ(ek; y) = θ(diek; y).
Since dif ' ek−1 ' diek , there is Fi : I×Sl → C (k−1) such that Fi(0; a) = dif(a),
Fi(1; a) = diek. Define
F ′i : I × Sl × Yi → C (k − 1)× Y k−1 → Y, F ′i (t; a; y) = θ(Fi(t; a); diy),
where Yi = Y
i−1 × ∗ × Y k−i. For i < j and y ∈ Yi ∩ Yj ,
F ′i (t; a; y) = θ(Fi(t; a); diy) = θ(dj−1Fi(t; a); dj−1diy),
F ′j(t; a; y) = θ(Fj(t; a); djy) = θ(diFj(t; a); didjy).
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Note that dj−1diy = didjy,
dj−1Fi(0; a) = dj−1dif(a) = didjf(a) = diFj(0; a),
dj−1Fi(1; a) = dj−1diek = didjek = diFj(1; a).
For 0 < t < 1, we have dj−1Fi(t; a) ∼ diFj(t; a), but may not have dj−1Fi(t; a) =
diFj(t; a). If we only have dj−1Fi(t; a) ∼ diFj(t; a), there is no obvious way to
modify those homotopies so that they can be glued together. Nevertheless, if
dj−1Fi(t; a) = diFj(t; a) for all a ∈ Sl, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, then all F ′i can
be glued together to give a homotopy from θf to µ
′
k restricted to I×Sl×FW(Y k),
which can be modified to a homotopy from θf to µ
′
k restricted to I ×FW(Sl×Y k)
using the same trick.
Lemma 4.8. Let C be an operad with a basepoint and k ≥ 3. If α ∈ Zk[Sl,C ]
(l ≥ 1) has a representative map f : Sl → C (k) with f(∗) = ek and homotopies
dif
Fi' diek : Sl → C (k − 1) such that dj−1Fi(t; a) = diFj(t; a) for all a ∈ Sl,
0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, then
θα ' µ′k : FW(Sl × Y k)→ Y.
In particular, the assertion holds if α has a representative f with dif = ek−1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. 
Though the condition in this lemma is strong, there is still a family of operads
satisfying such condition. In the following, we shall need the theory of group operads
and topological K(pi, 1) operads developed in [15].
Let G = {Gk}k≥0 be a group operad with pi : G → S . Denote H = {Hk}k≥0 =
Kerpi. EG /H is a simplicial operad (symmetric if pi nontrivial and nonsymmetric if
pi trivial) andH ∼= pi1(EG /H ) = {pi1(EGk/Hk)}k≥0 can be canonically embedded
in EG /H by
Hk
∼=−→ pi1(EGk/Hk) = {Hk(ek, a) | a ∈ Hk}, a 7→ Hk(ek, a).
In particular Zkpi1(EG /H ) can be embedded in EG /H , thus each a ∈ Zkpi1(EG /H )
can be represented by Hk(ek, a) which satisfies that diHk(ek, a) = Hk(ek, dia) =
Hk(ek, ek) is the identity. Hence we have
Lemma 4.9. For a simplicial set Y with an action of EG /H and a ∈ Zkpi1(EG /H ),
θa = µ
′
k : FW(S
l × Y k) → Y . Taking the geometric realization of |EG /H |, we
also have θα = µ
′
k : FW(S
l×Y k)→ Y where Y is a topological |EG /H |-space and
α = |a| ∈ Zkpi1|EG /H |. 
Lemma 4.10 (Theorem 5.3 in [15]). Let C be a path-connected, locally path-
connected and semilocally simply-connected nonsymmetric operad (resp. symmetric
operad with the actions of symmetric groups free) with a good basepoint. If C is
K(pi, 1), then C ∼ |Epi1C /pi1C | (resp. C ∼ |Epi1(C /S )/pi1C |). 
Lemma 4.11. Suppose Conjecture 4.3 is true for a topological operad C . 1) If there
is an equivalence φ : C → C ′ of operads, then it is also true for C ′. 2) If there is
an equivalence ψ : C ′ → C of operads, then it is true for C ′ and for path-connected
C ′-spaces of the homotopy type of CW-complexes. Hence if C ∼ C ′, then it is true
for C ′ and for path-connected C ′-spaces of the homotopy type of CW-complexes.
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Proof. Note that an equivalence of operads induces isomorphisms on homotopy
groups. If there is an equivalence φ : C → C ′ of operads, then any C ′-space Y is
also a C -space and any f : Sl → C ′(k) can be factored as Sl → C (k) φ−→ C ′(k) so
that Conjecture 4.3 is also true for C ′.
Suppose ψ : C ′ → C is an equivalence, then ψ : C ′X → CX is a homotopy
equivalence where X is a path-connected pointed space of the homotopy type of
a CW-complex [11]. Given f : Sl → C ′(k), we have the following commutative
diagram
Sl × (C ′X)k f×id
k
- C ′(k)× (C ′X)k - C ′X
Sl × (C ′X)k
?
(ψ◦f)×idk- C (k)× (CX)k
?
- CX.
?
If [f ] ∈ Zk[Sl,C ′], then [ψ ◦ f ] ∈ Zk[Sl,C ], thus the following diagram
FW(Sl × (CX)k) ⊂- Sl × (CX)k
(CX)k
?
µk - CX
θψ◦f
?
is homotopy commutative. Consider
FW(Sl × (CX)k)   //

Sl × (CX)k

FW(Sl × (C ′X)k)
44iiiiiiiiii
  //

Sl × (C ′X)k
66mmmmmmmm

(CX)k // CX
(C ′X)k //
44iiiiiiiiiiiii
C ′X
'
66mmmmmmmmmmm
Except the front square, all the other squares are either commutative or homotopy
commutative. Hence θf ' µk : FW (Sl × (C ′X)k) → C ′X since C ′X → CX is a
homotopy equivalence. If Y is a path-connected C ′-space, we have the following
commutative diagram
Sl × Y k

// C ′(k)× Y k

// Y
Sl × (C ′Y )k // C ′(k)× (C ′Y )k // C ′Y
OO
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Then from the following commutative diagram
FW(Sl × (C ′Y )k)   //

Sl × (C ′Y )k

FW(Sl × Y k)
55jjjjjjjjj
  //

Sl × Y k
77ooooooo

(C ′Y )k // C ′Y
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
n
Y k //
44jjjjjjjjjjjjj
Y
we also have θf ' µk : FW (Sl × Y k)→ Y . 
If a C -space Y is not path-connected, then we can consider the path-connected
component Y0 of the basepoint since Y0 is also a C -space. Let Ωn0X denote the
path-connected component of basepoint of ΩnX.
Theorem 4.12. Let C be a path-connected, locally path-connected and semilocally
simply-connected nonsymmetric operad or symmetric operad with the actions of
symmetric groups free, and with a good basepoint. If C is K(pi, 1), then for α ∈
Zk[S1,C ],
θα ' µ′k : FW(S1 × Y k0 )→ Y0
for k ≥ 2 and C -spaces Y of the homotopy type of CW-complexes. In particular,
for α ∈ Zk[S1,C2] = Brunk/ca(Pk),
θα ' µ′k : FW(S1 × (Ω20X)k)→ Ω20X.
Corollary 4.13. µ′k − θα : S1 × Y k0 → Y0 factors through S1 ∧ Y ∧k0 ,
S1 × Y k0
µ′k−θα- Y0
S1 ∧ Y ∧k0 .
? θ¯α
-
For α ∈ Zk[Sl,C ], let θα,− = θα ◦ (idS1 × (−id)k).
Corollary 4.14. µ′k + θα,− and θα + θα,− both factors through S
1 ∧ Y ∧k0 ,
S1 × Y k0
µ′k+θα,−- Y0
S1 ∧ Y ∧k0 ,
? θ¯α,−
-
S1 × Y k0
θα+θα,−- Y0
S1 ∧ Y ∧k0 .
? θ¯α+θ¯α,−
-
Clearly θ¯α,− = θ¯α ◦ (idS1 ∧ (−id)∧k).
It is natural to ask if the result can be extended to include other path-connected
components, namely, θα ' µ′k : FW(S1 × Y k)→ Y0. However this is unknown yet.
4.4. Relation with the Samelson Product. Smash operations constructed above
may be thought of as general analogues of the Samelson product [−,−] : ΩX ∧
ΩX → ΩX, and the simplest case probably coincide the Samelson product.
Recall that Cn(2) (n ≥ 2) is S2-equivariantly homotopy equivalent to Sn−1.
Thus
Z2[Sn−1,Cn] = [Sn−1,Cn(2)] = [Sn−1, Sn−1] = pin−1Sn−1 = Z.
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Let ιn−1 ∈ Z2[Sn−1,Cn] corresponding to [idSn−1 ] ∈ pin−1Sn−1. For convenience,
we shall abbreviate ιn−1 to ι. By Theorem 4.4, we have the following smash oper-
ation
θ¯ι : S
n−1 ∧ ΩnX ∧ ΩnX → ΩnX.
We next discuss its relation with the Samelson product.
For n ≥ 2, let φn be the Samelson product of the canonical inclusion Σn−1X ↪→
ΩΣ(Σn−1X) with itself [12], i.e.
φn : Σ
n−1X ∧ Σn−1X ↪→ ΩΣ(Σn−1X) ∧ ΩΣ(Σn−1X) [−,−]−−−→ ΩΣ(Σn−1X),
and
ψn : Σ
n−1X ∧ Σn−1X = Σ2n−2X ∧X ↪→ Σ2n−2(ΩnΣnX ∧ ΩnΣnX)
→ Σn−1(Sn−1 ∧ ΩnΣnX ∧ ΩnΣnX) Σ
n−1θ¯ι−−−−−→ Σn−1ΩnΣnX ev−→ ΩΣ(Σn−1X)
where the last map ev is the evaluation map.
Proposition 4.15. φn and ψn induce the same homomorphism in homology.
Before giving the proof, recall the suspension isomorphism
σ : H˜kX → Hk+1(Σn−1X) ∼= Hn−1Sn−1 ⊗ H˜kX, a 7→ σa = ι⊗ a
and the suspension homomorphism
σ : H˜∗(ΩX)
σ−→ H∗+1(ΣΩX) ev∗−−→ H∗+1X.
Let i : X ↪→ ΩΣX be the canonical inclusion. In the following diagram
H∗(ΩΣX)
σ // H∗+1(ΣΩΣX)
ev∗




H˜∗X
?
i∗
OO
σ // H∗+1(ΣX)
(Σi)∗
OO
σ ◦ i∗ = (Σi)∗ ◦ σ by the naturality of σ and ev∗ ◦ σ ◦ i∗ = σ since the evaluation
map ev : ΣΩΣX → ΣX has a section Σi : ΣX ↪→ ΣΩΣX.
Proof. Since the diagonal map ∆ : Σn−1X → Σn−1X×Σn−1X is homotopic to the
composite Σn−1X → Σn−1X ∨ Σn−1X ↪→ Σn−1X × Σn−1X, ∆∗a = a⊗ 1 + 1⊗ a
for a ∈ H˜∗(Σn−1X), namely all elements of H˜∗(Σn−1X) (n ≥ 2) are primitive.
According to Lemma 6.3.7 in [12],
(φn)∗ : H˜∗(Σn−1X)⊗ H˜∗(Σn−1X)→ H∗(ΩΣ(Σn−1X)) ∼= TH˜∗(Σn−1X),
(φn)∗(σa⊗ σb) = σa · σb− (−1)|σa||σb|σb · σa.
On the other hand,
(ψn)∗ : H˜∗(Σn−1X)⊗ H˜∗(Σn−1X)→ H∗(ΩΣ(Σn−1X)) ∼= TH˜∗(Σn−1X),
(ψn)∗(σa⊗ σb) = (ψn)∗(ι⊗ a⊗ ι⊗ b) = (ψn)∗((−1)|ι||a|ι⊗ ι⊗ a⊗ b)
= (−1)(n−1)|a|ev∗(ι⊗ θ∗(ι⊗ a⊗ b))
= σa · σb− (−1)|σa||σb|σb · σa,
where the last step is obtained by applying Theorem 2 in [3] n− 1 times. 
It is then natural to make the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 4.16. φn ' ψn.
It was first guessed that θ¯ι should be related to the Samelson product right after
observing the following similarity. We shall only consider Ω2Σ2 but the discussion
also applies to ΩnΣn. The Samelson product induces
S1 ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧2 ↪→ Ω2Σ2(S1 ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧2)→ Ω2(S1 ∧ Σ2(Ω2Σ2X)∧2)
→ Ω2(S1 ∧ Σ2X ∧ Ω2Σ2X)→ Ω2(S1 ∧X ∧ Σ2X)
→ Ω2(S1 ∧ ΣX ∧ ΣX)→ ΩΩΣ(ΣX ∧ ΣX)
Ωφ¯2−−→ ΩΩΣΣX = Ω2Σ2X
where φ¯2 : ΩΣ(ΣX∧ΣX)→ ΩΣ(ΣX) is the extension of φ2 : ΣX∧ΣX → ΩΣ(ΣX).
This map has the same domain and codomain of
θ¯ι : S
1 ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧2 → Ω2Σ2X.
If φ2 ' ψ2, then the above two maps are homotopic as well. This similarity can
also be observed from that the loop of φ¯2 is
Ω2Σ3(X ∧X) = ΩΩΣ(ΣX ∧ ΣX) Ωφ¯2−−→ ΩΩΣΣX = Ω2Σ2X
while θ¯ι induces
Ω2Σ3(X ∧X) ↪→ Ω2Σ3(Ω2Σ2X ∧ Ω2Σ2X)→ Ω2Σ2(S1 ∧ Ω2Σ2X ∧ Ω2Σ2X)
Ω2Σ2θ¯ι−−−−−→ Ω2Σ2(Ω2Σ2X) Ω
2ev−−−→ Ω2Σ2X
which also have the same domain and codomain. By taking iteration, we can
obtain, from the Samelson product and θ¯ι, two maps Ω
2Σk+1X∧k → Ω2Σ2X for
k ≥ 2 which would be homotopic if φ2 ' ψ2.
Moreover, the maps Ω2Σk+1X∧k → Ω2Σ2X (k ≥ 2) look interesting, as Ω2ΣkX∧k
is the target space of Ωhk where hk is the kth James-Hopf invariant [4, 6]. Recall
[4, 6] that an important family of self-maps of ΩΣX are the following composites
ΩΣX
hk−→ ΩΣX∧k iteration of Samelson product−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ΩΣX.
This together with the viewpoint that smash operations are general analogues of
the Samelson product suggest that there might exist maps
Ω2Σ2X → Ω2Σ2(Sl ∧X∧k)
which would be 2-dimensional analogues of the James-Hopf invariants and that a
family of self-maps of Ω2Σ2X may be of the following form
Ω2Σ2X
?−→ Ω2Σ2(Sl ∧X∧k) (mixed) iteration of smash operations−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ω2Σ2X
where the first part can be loop of the James-Hopf invariants and could be 2-
dimensional analogues of the James-Hopf invariants. For instance, iteration of
smash operations
S1 ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧2 → Ω2Σ2X
gives maps
Sk−1 ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧k → Ω2Σ2X
which provide many self-maps of Ω2Σ2X
Ω2Σ2X = ΩΩΣ(ΣX)
Ωhk−−−→ ΩΩΣ(ΣX)∧k = Ω2Σ2(Sk−1 ∧X∧k)→ Ω2Σ2X.
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The above discussion also applies to ΩnΣnX. Just like that the Samelson product
ΩX ∧ ΩX → ΩX can induce maps ΩΣX∧k → ΩΣX, mixed iteration of smash
operations
Sl ∧ (Ω2X)∧k → Ω2X
can also induce maps for n > 2
ΩnΣn(Sl ∧X∧k) ↪→ ΩnΣn(Sl ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧k)→ ΩnΣn(Ω2Σ2X)
→ ΩnΣn−2Σ2X = ΩnΣnX
which should also coincide with certain smash operations on ΩnΣnX constructed
in the same way of those on Ω2Σ2X. Then similarly there might exist maps
ΩnΣnX → ΩnΣn(Sl ∧X∧k)
which would be n-dimensional analogues of the James-Hopf invariants and a family
of self-maps of ΩnΣnX may be of the following form
ΩnΣnX
?−→ ΩnΣn(Sl ∧X∧k) (mixed) iteration of smash operations−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ω2Σ2X
where the first part can be loop of the James-Hopf invariants and could be n-
dimensional analogues of the James-Hopf invariants.
5. Applications to Homotopy Groups
An application of smash operations is that they induce operations on homotopy
groups which can be assembled together to give a conceptual description of the
structure of homotopy groups.
Generally, any map
φ : X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk → X,
induces a family of functions on homotopy groups
φ∗ : pim1X1 × · · · × pimkXk → pimX, mi ≥ 0,
sending [fi] ∈ pimiXi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, to the homotopy class of the composite
Sm = Sm1 ∧ · · · ∧ Smk f1∧···∧fk−−−−−−→ X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk φ−→ X.
Therefore, each smash operation θ¯α (if exists) on C -spaces Y induces a family of
functions on homotopy groups
(θ¯α)∗ : pilSl × pim1Y × · · · × pimkY → pimY,
where α ∈ Zk[Sl,C ], which are natural with respect to C -maps. Thus call them
operations on homotopy groups.
(θ¯ι)∗ where ι is the fundamental class of pin−1Cn(2), is related to the Whitehead
product [−,−]. Let Ωn0X denote the path-connected component of the basepoint
of ΩnX.
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5.1. Smash Product on Homotopy Groups. LetX1, . . . , Xk (k ≥ 2) be pointed
spaces. Define the smash product on homotopy groups
∧ : pim1X1 × · · · × pimkXk → pim(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk)
([f1], . . . , [fk]) 7→ [f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fk],
where mi ≥ 0.
The notions of bilinear homomorphism and multilinear homomorphism can be
extended to general monoids and groups (unnecessary abelian). For nonabelian
monoids and groups, the product is still denoted by +.
Lemma 5.1. The smash product pim1X1 × · · · × pimkXk → pim(X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xk) is
linear on the ith factor if mi ≥ 1.
Proof. Consider the case k = 2 first. Let [f1], [f
′
1] ∈ piiX1, [f2] ∈ pijX2 and i ≥ 1,
then ([f1] + [f
′
1]) ∧ [f2] is represented by
Si+j = Si ∧ Sj → (Si ∨ Si) ∧ Sj (f1∨f
′
1)∧f2−−−−−−−→ (X1 ∨X1) ∧Xj → X1 ∧X2
and [f1] ∧ [f2] + [f ′1] ∧ [f2] is represented by
Si+j → Si+j∨Si+j → (Si∧Sj)∨(Si∧Sj) (f1∧f2)∨(f
′
1∧f2)−−−−−−−−−−−→ (X1∧X2)∨(X1∧X2)→ X1∧X2.
It is clear that the following diagram is commutative
Si+j ==== Si ∧ Sj - (Si ∨ Si) ∧ Sj (f1∨f
′
1)∧f2- (X1 ∨X1) ∧X2 - X1 ∧X2
Si+j ∨ Si+j -
-
(Si ∧ Sj)∨2
∼=
?
(f1∧f2)∨(f ′1∧f2)- (X1 ∧X2)∨2.
∼=
?
-
So
([f1] + [f
′
1]) ∧ [f2] = [f1] ∧ [f2] + [f ′1] ∧ [f2].
Similarly the smash product is linear on the second factor if j ≥ 1. The cases k > 2
follows by induction from the following decomposition of the smash product
pim1X1×· · ·×pimkXk → pim1+···+mk−1(X1∧· · ·∧Xk−1)×pimkXk → pim(X1∧· · ·∧Xk).

It should be noted that if mi = 0, the smash product is generally not linear on
the ith factor.
Proposition 5.2. For any pointed map φ : X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk → X, the composite
pim1X1 × · · · × pimkXk ∧−→ pim(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk)
φ∗−→ pimX,
is linear on the ith factor if mi ≥ 1. It is particularly multilinear if all mi ≥ 1. 
Recall S0 = {1,−1} with basepoint 1. Choose a generator of H˜0S0 = H0(−1) ⊂
H0S
0 and denote it ι0. Let ιk be the generator of H˜kS
k = HkS
k (k ≥ 1) via the
suspension isomorphism H˜0S
0 ∼= H˜1S1 ∼= H˜2S2 ∼= · · · . Then from Si ∧ Sj ∼= Si+j
(i, j ≥ 0),
H˜iS
i × H˜jSj ∧−→ H˜i+j(Si ∧ Sj)
∼=−→ H˜i+jSi+j , (ιi, ιj) 7→ ιi ∧ ιj 7→ ιi+j .
For i ≥ 0, the Hurewicz map is
h : piiX → HiX [f ] 7→ f∗(ιi),
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where f∗ : HiSi → HiX is the induced homomorphism of the pointed map f : Si →
X. Note that h : pi0X → H0X = Z[pi0X] sends a ∈ pi0X to a ∈ pi0X ⊂ Z[pi0X] and
thus is not a homomorphism! For instance,
h : Z = pi0ΩnSn → H0ΩnSn = Z[Z] = Z[. . . , t−2, t−1, 1, t, t2, . . .]
sends i to ti (n ≥ 1).
Lemma 5.3. The following diagram is commutative for mi ≥ 0
pim1X1 × · · · × pimkXk
∧- pim(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk)
Hm1X1 × · · · ×HmkXk
h×···×h
? ∧- Hm(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk).
h
?
Proof. It suffices to consider the case k = 2. For i, j ≥ 0, [f ] ∈ piiX and [g] ∈ pijY ,
the following diagram is commutative
HiS
i ×HjSj - Hi+j(Si × Sj) - Hi+j(Si ∧ Sj)
HiX ×HjY
f∗×g∗
?
- Hi+j(X × Y )
(f×g)∗
?
- Hi+j(X ∧ Y ).
(f∧g)∗
?
Thus (f ∧ g)∗(ιi ∧ ιj) = f∗ιi ∧ g∗ιj . Then
h([f ]∧ [g]) = h[f ∧ g] = (f ∧ g)∗(ιi+j) = (f ∧ g)∗(ιi ∧ ιj) = f∗ιi ∧ g∗ιj = h[f ]∧ h[g];
namely the following diagram
piiX × pijY ∧- pii+j(X ∧ Y )
HiX ×HjY
h×h
? ∧- Hi+j(X ∧ Y ).
h
?
is commutative. 
Proposition 5.4. For any pointed map φ : X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xk → X, the following
diagram is commutative for mi ≥ 0
pim1X1 × · · · × pimkXk
∧- pim(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk) φ∗- pimX
Hm1X1 × · · · ×HmkXk
h×···×h
? ∧- Hm(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk)
h
?
φ∗- HmX.
h
?
Proof. Commutativity of the second square follows from the naturality of the
Hurewicz homomorphism. 
5.2. Induced Operations on Homotopy Groups. For α ∈ Zk[Sl,C ] (l ≥ 1), if
θα ' µ′k restricted to the fat wedge FW(Sl × Y k), then we have a smash operation
θ¯α : S
l ∧ Y ∧k → Y inducing
(θ¯α)∗ : pil′Sl × pim1Y × · · · × pimkY → pil′+mY
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which is linear on pil′S
l for l′ ≥ l and linear on pimiY for mi ≥ 1. For [φ] ∈ pil′Sl,
we have the following commutative diagram
pim1Y × · · · × pimkY
(θ¯α)∗([φ];−)- pil′+mY
pil+mY
φ¯
6
(θ¯α)∗(ι;−) -
where φ¯ : pil+mY → pil′+mY , [f ] 7→ [f ◦ (φ ∧ idSm)], following from the obvious
commutative diagram
Sl
′ ∧ Sm1 ∧ · · · ∧ Smk - Sl ∧ Y ∧k θ¯α- Y
Sl ∧ Sm1 ∧ · · · ∧ Smk .
φ∧id
?
-
So we shall only consider the case l′ = l. Since (θ¯α)∗ is linear on pilSl, we need only
consider
θ˜α := (θ¯α)∗(ι;−) : pim1Y × · · · × pimkY → pil+mY
where ι = [idSl ] ∈ pilSl. Also use the same notation to denote
θ˜α := (θ¯α)∗(ι;−) : Hm1Y × · · · ×HmkY → Hl+mY.
Proposition 5.5. Under the condition of Theorem 4.4, for α ∈ Z2[Sl,C ], θ˜α :
pim1Y ×pim2Y → pil+m1+m2Y is linear on pimiY if mi ≥ 1 and the following diagram
is commutative
pim1Y × pim2Y
θ˜α- pil+m1+m2Y
Hm1Y ×Hm2Y
h
?
θ˜α- Hl+m1+m2Y
h
?
for mi ≥ 0. 
Proposition 5.6. Under the condition of Theorem 4.12, for α ∈ Zk[S1,C ], θ˜α :
pim1Y0 × · · · × pimkY0 → pi1+mY0 is linear on pimiY if mi ≥ 1 and the following
diagram is commutative
pim1Y0 × · · · × pimkY0
θ˜α- pi1+mY0
Hm1Y0 × · · · ×HmkY0
h
?
θ˜α- H1+mY0
h
?
for mi ≥ 0. 
Example 5.7. The Samelson product [−,−] : ΩX ∧ΩX → ΩX induces a product
on homotopy groups
[−,−] : piiΩX × pijΩX → pii+jΩX.
For n ≥ 2, θ¯ι = θ¯ιn−1 : Sn−1 ∧ ΩnX ∧ ΩnX → ΩnX induces a product
θ˜ι : piiΩ
nX × pijΩnX → pii+jΩnX.
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For α ∈ Brunk/ca(Pk), θ¯α : S1 ∧ (Ω20X)∧k → Ω20X induces
θ˜α : pim1Ω
2
0X × · · · × pimkΩ20X → pi1+mΩ20X,
namely
θ˜α : pi2+m1X × · · · × pi2+mkX → pi3+mX
for mi ≥ 1. In particular when n ≥ 3, X = Sn and 2 +mi = n,
θ˜α : pinS
n × · · · × pinSn → pi3+k(n−2)Sn.
Clearly each α ∈ Brunk/ca(Pk) gives an element θ˜α(ι(k)n ) ∈ pi3+k(n−2)Sn. Thus the
identity map of Sn generates a family of elements in pi∗Sn under all operations θ˜α
and there will be more if take (mixed) iterations of these operations. If k ≥ 3, θ˜α is
unfortunately trivial in homology since Brunnian braids are commutators, so that
information of θ˜α on homotopy groups can not be obtained from homology.
Corresponding to the relation between θ¯ι and the Samelson product, the induced
operation θ˜ι on homotopy groups is related to the Whitehead product
[−,−] : piiΩnX × pijΩnX = pin+iX × pin+jX → pi2n−1+i+jX.
Proposition 5.8. For x ∈ piiΩnX and y ∈ pijΩnX (i, j ≥ 1),
θ˜ι(x, y)− [x, y] ∈ Ker (h : pin−1+i+jΩn0X → Hn−1+i+jΩn0X),
where h is the Hurewicz homomorphism.
This proposition is an immediate consequence of the above discussion and the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.9 (Cohen (1976) [7]). The following diagram is commutative for i, j ≥ 1
piiΩ
nX × pijΩnX [−,−]- pin−1+i+jΩnX
HiΩ
nX ×HjΩnX
?
λn−1- Hn−1+i+jΩnX
?
where the Browder operation λn−1 = (−1)(n−1)i+1θ∗(ιn−1 ⊗ a⊗ b). 
It should be noted that this lemma does not hold generally if i = 0 or j = 0.
Noting θ : C2(2) × Ωni Sn × Ωnj Sn → Ωni+jSn, λn−1(ιn, ιn) ∈ Hn−1Ωn2Sn, while
h[ιn, ιn] ∈ hpin−1ΩnSn = hpin−1Ωn0Sn ⊆ Hn−1Ωn0Sn. It seems they would become
the same after translating λn−1(ιn, ιn) into Hn−1Ωn0S
n.
It is also natural to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.10. θ˜ι coincides with the Whitehead product [−,−] on homotopy
groups, namely the following diagram is commutative
pin+iX × pin+jX [−,−] // pi2n+i+j−1X
piiΩ
nX × pijΩnX θ˜ι // pin−1+i+jΩnX
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Composed with the canonical inclusion X ↪→ ΩnΣnX, smash operations also
provide operations connecting the homotopy groups of various suspensions of a
space. Namely, for a path-connected pointed space X, if there is a map Sl ∧
(ΩnX)∧k → ΩnX, then
Sl ∧X∧k ↪→ Sl ∧ (ΩnΣnX)∧k → ΩnΣnX
induces a multilinear homomorphism
pim1X×· · ·×pimkX → pim1ΩnΣnX×· · ·×pimkΩnΣnX → pil+mΩnΣnX = pil+n+mΣnX
for mi ≥ 0. Thus the Samelson product
X ∧X ↪→ ΩΣX ∧ ΩΣX [−,−]−−−→ ΩΣX
induces a bilinear homomorphism
piiX × pijX → piiΩΣX × pijΩΣX → pii+jΩΣX = pi1+i+jΣX,
and
Sn−1 ∧X ∧X ↪→ Sn−1 ∧ ΩnΣnX ∧ ΩnΣnX θ¯ι−→ ΩnΣnX
also induces a bilinear homomorphism
piiX × pijX ↪→ piiΩnΣnX × pijΩnΣnX → pin−1+i+jΩnΣnX = pi2n−1+i+jΣnX.
Similarly, for α ∈ Brunk/ca(Pk), θ¯α : S1 ∧ (Ω20X)∧k → Ω20X gives
S1 ∧X∧k ↪→ S1 ∧ (Ω2Σ2X)∧k θ¯α−→ Ω2Σ2X
inducing a multilinear homomorphism
pim1X×· · ·×pimkX → pim1Ω2Σ2X×· · ·×pimkΩ2Σ2X → pi1+mΩ2Σ2X = pi3+mΣ2X.
If smash operations Sl ∧ (ΩnX)∧k → ΩnX could also be established for n, k ≥ 3,
then they would induce multilinear homomorphisms
pim1X × · · · × pimkX → pil+n+mΣnX.
It is of particular interest to consider this type of operations on the homotopy
groups for various spheres Sn, n ≥ 1. The Samelson product on ΩX induces a
binary operation from pi∗Sn to pi∗Sn+1, smash operations on Ω2X induce operations
from pi∗Sn to pi∗Sn+2, and smash operations on ΩmX induce operations from pi∗Sn
to pi∗Sn+m. Hence all the homotopy groups of all spheres {pimSn}m,n≥1 can be
connected by these operations.
Smash operations are also connected to the homotopy groups of wedges of
spheres. Recall [14] that the set of all operations on homotopy groups is in one-
to-one correspondence with homotopy groups of wedges of spheres. Let X =
S2+m1 ∨ · · · ∨ S2+mk , and ι2+mi the homotopy class of the inclusion S2+mi ↪→ X.
Hence we have the following functions from the conjugacy classes of Brunnian braids
to the homotopy groups of certain wedges of spheres
Θ˜22 : P2 → pi3+i+j(S2+i ∨ S2+j)
α 7→ θ˜α(ι2+i, ι2+j)
where i, j ≥ 0, and
Θ˜k2 : Brunk/Pk → pi3+m(S2+m1 ∨ · · · ∨ S2+mk)
α 7→ θ˜α(ι2+m1 , . . . , ι2+mk)
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where m1, . . . ,mk ≥ 1.
5.3. Structures of Homotopy Groups. All these induced smash operations on
homotopy groups can be assembled together to give a conceptual description of
the structure of homotopy groups. We shall deal with algebraic operads in the
following. One may refer to [10] for algebraic operads.
First let us look pi∗(Ω0X) from the point of view of algebraic operads. The
Samelson product on homotopy groups
θτ = [−,−] : piiΩ0X × pijΩ0X → pii+jΩ0X
generates a free algebraic operad such that pi∗Ω0X is a module over this algebraic
operad with kernel essentially captured by the following two relations [5]
[a, b] = (−1)ij+1[b, a], [[a, b], c]− [a, [b, c]] + (−1)ij [b, [a, c]] = 0.
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.12 and if C is symmetric, the action of
Sk on [S
1,C (k)] restricts to an action of Sk on Zk[S1,C ]. Let F (Z[S1,C ];Z)
be the free symmetric algebraic operad over Z[S ] = {Z[Sk]}k≥0 generated by
Z[S1,C ] = {Zk[S1,C ]}k≥1. Note that Zk[S1,C2] = Brunk/ca(Pk). (One may also
consider nonsymmetric C .)
Theorem 5.11. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.12 and if C is symmetric, pi∗Y0
is a module over F (Z[S1,C ];Z), that is pi∗Y0 admits a natural action of the operad
F (Z[S1,C ];Z). In particular, pi∗Ω20X is a module over F (Z[S1,C2];Z). 
If Z is replaced by F = Z/p or Z(p), then pi∗(Y0,F) is an algebra overF (Z[S1,C ];F)
which is an algebraic operad over F[S ] = {F[Sk]}k≥0.
The identity map of Sn (n ≥ 3) particularly generates a family of elements in
pi∗Sn under the action of F (Z[S1,C2];Z). If the smash operations on Ω20X could
be extended to Ω2X so that pi0Ω
2X = pi2X could be included, then the identity
map of S2 would generate a family of elements in pi∗S2 as well. If Conjecture 4.3
could be proved, then the results on pi∗Ω20X could be generalized to pi∗Ω
nX for
n ≥ 3.
Compare with pi∗Ω0X, the kernel of the action of F (Z[S1,C2];Z) on pi∗Ω20X
would be generated by certain relations analogous to the relations of the Samelson
product [−,−] : piiΩX × pijΩX → pii+jΩX [5],
[a, b] = (−1)ij+1[b, a], [[a, b], c]− [a, [b, c]] + (−1)ij [b, [a, c]] = 0.
Remark 5.12. Note that the conjugacy classes of Brunnian braids play an essential
role in the structure of the homotopy groups of double loop spaces by Theorem
5.11. It is then interesting to see that they are related to Lie(n) due to Li and
Wu [9]. The conjugation action of Pn on Brunn factors through the abelianization
Brunabn . Namely the projection
Brunn  Brunabn
induces a function
Brunn/ca(Pn)  Brunabn /ca(Pn) = Brunabn ⊗Z[Pn] Z.
Li and Wu in [9] show that there is an epimorphism of abelian groups
Brunabn ⊗Z[Pn] Z Lie(n− 1)
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and Lie(n − 1) admits an Sn-action such that this is a homomorphism of Z[Sn]-
modules. Moreover, Wu conjectures that this epimorphism is an isomorphism of
Z[Sn]-modules.
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